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Are you speeding up and rushing around when anxious, stressed, or afraid?
Seven Percent Slower is a friendly, easy-to-read guide to understanding and
breaking the speed habit that fuels your anxiety and stress fires. When
anxiety, stress, and fear show up, you speed up. The bad news is that this is
making things worse for you. The good news is that you can learn to break
the speed habit. If you are on a quest to find a calmer, less stressed, and
less frantic life, learning to slow down can go a long way toward achieving
that goal. Seven Percent Slower will help you understand how the fear
center in your brain drives your speed habit, why this was a good idea
thousands of years ago, and why this is a bad idea in the modern world. The
book will teach you how to recognize your speed habits and how to slowly
change them over time. Seven Percent Slower will help you understand why
you may be resistant to slowing down, how slowing down can change your
life, and how concepts like mindfulness come into play. Full of practical
advice and sprinkled with humor, Seven Percent Slower is destined to
become a useful addition to your stress management and coping skills
toolbox.
The end of our high-growth world was underway well before COVID-19
arrived. In this powerful and timely argument, Danny Dorling demonstrates
the benefits of a larger, ongoing societal slowdownDrawing from an
incredibly rich trove of global data, this groundbreaking book reveals that
human progress has been slowing down since the early 1970s. Danny
Dorling uses compelling visualizations to illustrate how fertility rates,
growth in GDP per person, and even the frequency of new social
movements have all steadily declined over the last few generations.Perhaps
most surprising of all is the fact that even as new technologies frequently
reshape our everyday lives and are widely believed to be propelling our
civilization into new and uncharted waters, the rate of technological
progress is also rapidly dropping. Rather than lament this turn of events,
Dorling embraces it as a moment of promise and a move toward stability,
and he notes that many of the older great strides in progress that have
defined recent history also brought with them widespread warfare, divided
societies, and massive inequality.
Westview belongs on a postcard. Quaint, picture-perfect, a tiny New
England town steeped in history and traditions. Angela has always been
everything people in Westview want her to be. She’s supposed to be happy
here, but she’s starting to see all the flaws in her seemingly-perfect life and
she’s afraid that everyone else will notice, too. Now, she wants something
more than small towns, something bigger than the life planned out for her
by a family that has designed and destroyed reputations in Westview for
generations. Owen knows that history can be a lot of lies depending on who
tells the story and he’s just discovered the truth about how Westview
became a drowned town a century ago. But all he wants is to run away from
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his own past, from the bad decisions he’s made and the tragedies still
haunting him. He’s focused on the future and proving people wrong, even
though that means keeping secrets from his friends. Long before they
understood the rumours and grudges that rule their hometown, Angela and
Owen were friends for one perfect summer. Now, as they navigate their
senior year of high school and Westview celebrates its Tricentennial, they
are reunited, discovering truths about themselves, each other, and the ways
their community has been shaped by secrets, lies, and a devastating
obsession with perfection.
Major New York Times bestseller Winner of the National Academy of
Sciences Best Book Award in 2012 Selected by the New York Times Book
Review as one of the ten best books of 2011 A Globe and Mail Best Books of
the Year 2011 Title One of The Economist's 2011 Books of the Year One of
The Wall Street Journal's Best Nonfiction Books of the Year 2011 2013
Presidential Medal of Freedom Recipient Kahneman's work with Amos
Tversky is the subject of Michael Lewis's The Undoing Project: A Friendship
That Changed Our Minds In the international bestseller, Thinking, Fast and
Slow, Daniel Kahneman, the renowned psychologist and winner of the
Nobel Prize in Economics, takes us on a groundbreaking tour of the mind
and explains the two systems that drive the way we think. System 1 is fast,
intuitive, and emotional; System 2 is slower, more deliberative, and more
logical. The impact of overconfidence on corporate strategies, the
difficulties of predicting what will make us happy in the future, the
profound effect of cognitive biases on everything from playing the stock
market to planning our next vacation—each of these can be understood only
by knowing how the two systems shape our judgments and decisions.
Engaging the reader in a lively conversation about how we think,
Kahneman reveals where we can and cannot trust our intuitions and how
we can tap into the benefits of slow thinking. He offers practical and
enlightening insights into how choices are made in both our business and
our personal lives—and how we can use different techniques to guard
against the mental glitches that often get us into trouble. Winner of the
National Academy of Sciences Best Book Award and the Los Angeles Times
Book Prize and selected by The New York Times Book Review as one of the
ten best books of 2011, Thinking, Fast and Slow is destined to be a classic.
A True Story
Make It Stick
Lead, Succeed, and Thrive in a 24/7 World
A Book for Kids about ADD
The Fine Art of Limiting Yourself to the Essential...in Business and in Life
Bring Calm to Baby's World with 6 Mindful Nature Moments
A Book About Slowing Down
Do you find yourself constantly asking your child to "pick up
the pace"? Does he or she seem to take longer than others to get
stuff done--whether completing homework, responding when spoken
to, or getting dressed and ready in the morning? Drs. Ellen
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Braaten and Brian Willoughby have worked with thousands of kids
and teens who struggle with an area of cognitive functioning
called "processing speed," and who are often mislabeled as lazy
or unmotivated. Filled with vivid stories and examples, this
crucial resource demystifies processing speed and shows how to
help kids (ages 5 to 18) catch up in this key area of
development. Helpful practical tools can be downloaded and
printed in a convenient 8 1/2" x 11" size. Learn how to obtain
needed support at school, what to expect from a professional
evaluation, and how you can make daily routines more
efficient--while promoting your child's social and emotional
well-being.
Discusses the best methods of learning, describing how rereading
and rote repetition are counterproductive and how such
techniques as self-testing, spaced retrieval, and finding
additional layers of information in new material can enhance
learning.
Learning to Slow Down and Pay AttentionAmerican Psychological
Association (APA)
Slow Down to Speed Up: Lead, Succeed, and Thrive in a 24/7 World
is a powerful new resource for leaders from the C-Suite to the
front line. Filled with innovative new approaches, pragmatic
tools, and real-life success stories, this book tackles the
universal challenge of getting better, faster, more sustainable
results in a world of nonstop demands and constant connectivity.
This book provides the concepts and tools to help leaders
successfully strategize, prioritize, lead with purpose, find
balance, and gain a competitive edge in today’s fast-paced
business environment. Based on Dr. Liz Bywater’s 20 years of
professional experience helping individuals, teams, and
organizations thrive, the book contains real-world illustrations
of the challenges faced by today’s business leaders. Beyond
that, it provides actionable guidance to help readers make the
best decisions, create a proactive, future-focused work culture,
catapult individual and team performance, and lead
extraordinarily successful organizations.
Another Science is Possible
Slow Down... Discover Nature in the Park
The Anxious Truth : A Step-By-Step Guide To Understanding and
Overcoming Panic, Anxiety, and Agoraphobia
Slow Down and Smell the Hibiscus
A Little Book of Everyday Calm
Learning to Slow Down and Live
Thinking, Fast and Slow
Slow down to watch 50 nature stories that command calm and foster mindfulness All
around us, nature is working wonders. Every day, hour by hour, magical transformations
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happen right in front of you. But it’s not always easy to see them . . . In this beautiful
illustrated collection, 50 moments in nature are paused for you to watch them in detail.
Then you should go outside, and explore, and see what you find when you take the time to
slow down. Gorgeously illustrated, this charming collection celebrates the small wonders
happening all around us every day.
WHY ARE SLOTHS ALWAYS SMILING? Perhaps it’s because they’ve mastered the art of
taking it slow in a world whose frenzied pace is driving the rest of us crazy. Here, in a
mindfulness book like no other, heart-tuggingly cute photographs of these always-chill
creatures are paired with words of wisdom, all to inspire us to slow down, stop to enjoy the
little things, and come up relaxed, centered, and smiling.
Striker the cat is unstoppable! He thinks that there is too much fun to be had, and no
matter what his mama tells him, he never slows down. One day, a bump to the head brings
this busy cat to a standstill. Will Striker finally listen to his mama and learn to make time
for a little calmness? This charmingly-illustrated picture book for ages 3-6 aims to teach
busy children about the benefits of taking time to sit quietly and clear their mind. Touching
on the principles of mindfulness, it provides the perfect introduction to the differing
feelings of chaos and calm and encourages children to find balance in their increasingly
busy lives.
Children will see how learning to slow down gives you a chance to notice and appreciate
the beauty in the world. In our fast-paced society, children are often missing the value of
slowing down. Slow Down, Tumbleweed! is about a wild and roaming tumbleweed who
thinks the world is only interesting if you rush through life. Then she gets caught on a
fence and is forced to slow down. As she learns to sit in stillness and quiet, Mabel notices
the beauty of the world around her—the music of wind chimes, the shapes in the clouds,
the long eyelashes of a heifer. She sees there is so much that is interesting and beautiful
right here, right now. You don’t have to chase it. Slow Down, Tumbleweed! teaches
children the importance of slowing down, pausing to take a breath, and cultivating
mindfulness. It shows the peace and gratitude you feel when you learn to be calm and open
your awareness. This book celebrates all of life—both moving fast and moving slow.
Slow Down and Lighten Up
A Book for Kids about ADHD
Learning to Slow Down and Pay Attention
Help Your Child Overcome Slow Processing Speed and Succeed in a Fast-Paced World
Time Warped
50 Mindful Moments in Nature
Riding the Bus with My Sister

What would it be like to be stress-free? Learn how to restore balance to body, mind
and emotions by applying three principles that are consistently effective in
preventing stress and solving problems. You'll understand how it works in clear,
simple terms and enjoy reading stories and personal experiences from 40 years of
counseling and teaching.
This irresistible list book from National Geographic provides lighthearted quick hits of
inspiration for those of us who feel overwhelmed--which is to say, all of us. Musings,
activity suggestions, and illuminating quotes are paired with whimsical art on themes
such as living in the moment, achieving balance, relieving stress, developing
patience, and appreciating the world around us. "Slow living" sidebars, such as
"Foods to Cook Slowly" and "Things to Do the Old-Fashioned Way," are interspersed
throughout the book.
You know what you want in life. You want to be loved and appreciated. You want to
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achieve your dreams. But,for most of us, our quest to fulfill our dreams of love and
appreciation ends up being filled with blocked goals, anger, frustration, and anxiety.
What if getting what you really want comes from doing something completely
counter-intuitive? Love Slows Down is a book about how to recognize the roots of
your anxiety and anger, process it in a healthy way, and put it to work for you
instead of against you.
Written especially for kids, this fun, friendly workbook is packed with cartoons and
activity pages, offering children a wealth of helpful tips for every situation--at home,
at school, and among friends. Illustrations.
The End of the Great Acceleration—and Why It's Good for the Planet, the Economy,
and Our Lives
Slow Down to Speed Up
A calming book for children who are always on the go
And Other Life Lessons
Life in the Sloth Lane
A Sense-able Approach to Movement
From one of the most gifted writers of her generation comes the
harrowing and exquisitely written true story of how a family tragedy
saved her life. Dani Shapiro was a young girl from a deeply religious
home who became the girlfriend of a famous and flamboyant married
attorney—her best friend's stepfather. The moment Lenny Klein entered
her life, everything changed: she dropped out of college, began to
drink heavily, and became estranged from her family and friends. But
then the phone call came. There had been an accident on a snowy road
near her family's home in New Jersey, and both her parents lay
hospitalized in critical condition. This haunting memoir traces her
journey back into the world she had left behind. At a time when she
was barely able to take care of herself, she was faced with the
terrifying task of taking care of two people who needed her
desperately. Dani Shapiro charts a riveting emotional course as she
retraces her isolated, overprotected Orthodox Jewish childhood in an
anti-Semitic suburb, and draws the connections between that childhood
and her inevitable rebellion and self-destructiveness. She tells of a
life nearly ruined by the gift of beauty, and then saved by the worst
thing imaginable. This is a beautiful and unforgettable memoir of a
life utterly transformed by tragedy.
Solve kid-sized dilemmas and mysteries with SCIENCE SOLVES IT! These
fun science books for kids ages 5–8 blend clever stories with reallife science. Why did the dog turn green? Can you control a hiccup? Is
that a UFO? Find the answers to these questions and more as kid
characters dive into physical, life, and earth sciences. Sara does
everything fast - too fast. She builds a soapbox derby racer in one
day and it falls apart. Then Sara discovers friction and not only wins
the derby but has to slow down to do it! Books in this perfect STEM
series will help kids think like scientists and get ahead in the
classroom. Activities and experiments are included in every book!
“Age-old wisdom presented in a practical, easy to understand manner
that can be utilized by everyone.” —Bernie Siegel, M. D., author of
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Love, Medicine & Miracles Newly revised and updated to address the
increased stress of our modern times, Slowing Down to the Speed of
Life by bestselling author Richard Carlson (Don’t Sweat the Small
Stuff…and It’s All Small Stuff and Don’t Get Scrooged) and Joseph
Bailey is the classic guide to creating a more peaceful, simpler life
from the inside out. With practical and easy exercises to help you
slow down your mind and focus on the present moment, Slowing Down to
the Speed of Life, in the words of Dan Millman, bestselling author of
Way of the Peaceful Warrior, is “a life-enhancing book with insightful
principles for peaceful and productive living at work and at home.”
A trainer and former triathlete shows you how to achieve the results
you want with a new multidisciplinary approach Why does trying harder
sometimes become an exercise in futility? Why does following "expert
advice" often lead to little or no improvement? What if there were an
efficient way of learning that could be applied to every area of human
experience? Drawing from the principles of Bagua, Taichi, and
Feldenkrais, Edward Yu presents an innovative approach to running:
power, speed, and agility are more related to your ability to sense
your own body than to willpower or raw talent. Centering the art of
running as an explorative, creative, and somatic-based practice, Yu
shows us how to run faster by learning to become more sensible--that
is, more sense-able--through the playful and systematic exploration of
movement.
Hand Sewing
Understand Your Customer's Buying Process and Maximize Your Sales
Seven Percent Slower - A Simple Trick For Moving Past Anxiety And
Stress
Slowdown
Hurry Up!
Letting Go of Stress and Tension
The Things You Can See Only When You Slow Down
With the countless distractions that come from every corner of a modern life, it's
amazing that were ever able to accomplish anything. The Power of Less demonstrates
how to streamline your life by identifying the essential and eliminating the unnecessary
freeing you from everyday clutter and allowing you to focus on accomplishing the goals
that can change your life for the better. The Power of Less will show you how to: Break
any goal down into manageable tasks Focus on only a few tasks at a time Create new
and productive habits Hone your focus Increase your efficiency By setting limits for
yourself and making the most of the resources you already have, youll finally be able
work less, work smarter, and focus on living the life that you deserve.
The days are long, but the years are short. No matter if it’s your child’s first step, first
day of school, or first night tucked away in a new dorm room away from home, there
comes a moment when you realize just how quickly the years are flying by. Christian
music artist Nichole Nordeman’s profound lyrics in her viral hit “Slow Down” struck a
chord with moms everywhere, and now this beautiful four-color book will inspire you to
celebrate the everyday moments of motherhood. Filled with thought-provoking writings
from Nichole, as well as guest writings from friends including Shauna Niequist and Jen
Hatmaker, practical tips, and journaling space for reflection, Slow Down will be a
poignant gift for any mom, as well as a treasured keepsake. Take a few moments to
reflect and celebrate the privilege of being a parent and getting to watch your little ones
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grow—and Slow Down. Nichole Nordeman has sold more than 1 million albums as a
Christian music artist and has won 9 GMA Dove Awards, including two awards for
Female Vocalist of the Year and Songwriter of the Year. Nichole released a lyric video
for her song “Slow Down,” and it struck a chord with parents everywhere, amassing 14
million views in its first five days. She lives in Oklahoma with her two children.
Encourages believers to develop patience and to rest in the Lord through life's trials. A
compilation of Wiersbe's writings in Back to the Bible magazine.
Offers guidelines for children with ADHD to help them improve their coping skills, and
includes tips and resources for parents.
The Power of Less
God Isn't in a Hurry
Love Slows Down
A Look at Friction
On Finding Calm, Clarity and Impact in the Classroom
A Manifesto for Slow Science
Slow Down, Tumbleweed!

The world moves fast, but that doesn’t mean we have to. In this
bestselling mindfulness guide, a renowned Buddhist meditation
teacher born in Korea and educated in the United States
illuminates a path to inner peace and balance amid the
overwhelming demands of everyday life.
Why does time seem to speed up as we grow older? Do you want to
learn the secret of how to slow it down? Now you can! With
access to in-depth research, you can learn how to extend the
good times and fast forward through the bad ones with "The Power
of Time Perception."
Slow Looking provides a robust argument for the importance of
slow looking in learning environments both general and
specialized, formal and informal, and its connection to major
concepts in teaching, learning, and knowledge. A museumoriginated practice increasingly seen as holding wide
educational benefits, slow looking contends that patient,
immersive attention to content can produce active cognitive
opportunities for meaning-making and critical thinking that may
not be possible though high-speed means of information delivery.
Addressing the multi-disciplinary applications of this
purposeful behavioral practice, this book draws examples from
the visual arts, literature, science, and everyday life, using
original, real-world scenarios to illustrate the complexities
and rewards of slow looking.
A busy boy and his dog learn to slow down and enjoy life
together in this lyrical, rhyming picture book perfect for
hurried families everywhere. For one busy boy, life is all hurry
up, hurry down, hurry round and round and round! That is until
he takes a big breath...and a big break...and slows down to see
all the wonderful things in the world around him. From
celebrated picture book creators Kate Dopirak and Christopher
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Silas Neal, this playful yet powerful picture book reminds us to
be present, to be mindful, and to appreciate each moment.
Slow Down
Slow Teaching
Learning to Slow the F*Ck Down
Bright Kids Who Can't Keep Up
How to Keep Anger and Anxiety from Ruining Life's Relationships
A True Life Journey
How To Create a Peaceful, Simpler Life F

We are obsessed with time. However hard we might try, it is
almost impossible to spend even one day without the marker
of a clock. But how much do we understand about time, and
is it possible to retrain our brains and improve our
relationship with it? Drawing on the latest research from
the fields of psychology, neuroscience, and biology, and
using original research on the way memory shapes our
understanding of time, acclaimed writer and broadcaster
Claudia Hammond delves into the mysteries of time
perception. Along the way, she introduces us to an
extraordinary array of colourful characters willing to go
to great lengths in the interests of research, such as the
French speleologist Michel, who spends two months in an ice
cave in complete darkness. Time Warped shows us how to
manage our time more efficiently, speed time up and slow it
down at will, plan for the future with more accuracy, and,
ultimately, use the warping of time to our own advantage.
A “heartwarming, life-affirming” memoir of a relationship
with an intellectually disabled sibling: “Read this book.
It might just change your life” (Boston Herald). Beth is a
spirited woman with an intellectual disability who lives
intensely and often joyfully, and spends most of her days
riding the buses in Pennsylvania. The drivers, a lively
group, are her mentors; her fellow passengers, her
community—though some display less patience or kindness
than others. Her sister, Rachel, a teacher and writer,
camouflages her emotional isolation by leading a hyperbusy
life. But one day, Beth asks Rachel to accompany her on
public transportation for an entire year—and Rachel
accepts. This wise, funny, deeply affecting book is the
chronicle of that remarkable time, as Rachel learns how to
live in the moment, how to pay attention to what really
matters, how to change, how to love—and how to slow down
and enjoy the ride. Weaving in anecdotes and memories of
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terrifying maternal abandonment, fierce sisterly loyalty,
and astonishing forgiveness, Rachel Simon brings to light a
world that is almost invisible to many people, finds
unlikely heroes in everyday life, and, without
sentimentality, wrestles with her own limitations and
portrays Beth as the endearing, feisty, independent person
she is. “With tenderness and fury, heartbreak and
acceptance . . . Simon comes to the inescapable conclusion
that we are all riders on the bus, and on the bus we are
all the same.” —Jacquelyn Mitchard, author of The Deep End
of the Ocean
A baseball player slides on the ground to tag a base. A toy
car's wheels rub against the floor and slow the toy car
down. Friction is at work all around you. But what exactly
is friction? And how does it affect different objects? Read
this book to find out! Learn all about matter, energy, and
forces in the Exploring Physical Science series—part of the
Lightning Bolt BooksTM collection. With high-energy
designs, exciting photos, and fun text, Lightning Bolt
BooksTM bring nonfiction topics to life!
Discusses ADHD in children.
Slow Looking
Slow Down, Sell Faster!
The Art and Practice of Learning Through Observation
Striker, Slow Down!
Unlocking the Mysteries of Time Perception
The Power of Time Perception
Control the Speed of Time to Make Every Second Count
Make sewing by hand your next creative accomplishment! Embrace the chance to unwind
and enjoy the process of creating hand made quilt blocks with Becky Goldsmith’s step-by-step
instructions. Start at the beginning and learn how to appliqué, quilt, and paper piece by hand,
and appreciate the unique dedication of a hand-sewn project, guaranteeing your patchwork
project to be one of your most special and personal quilts to date. Gain insight into all the best
threads, needles, thimbles, marking tools, seam allowances, knots, and more to get you
started. Fall in love with these time-honored techniques and make something that will last a
lifetime!
The biggest mistake you're making in your sales career right now is equating a faster pitch
with a faster close. Believe it or not, you will actually experience greater success if you slow
down. Slow Down, Sell Faster! shows you how to stop jumping the gun and work with your
customers to identify and quantify their real needs, so by the time you begin your pitch in
earnest, you're already halfway home. Featuring a simple yet powerful eight-step process and
practical, repeatable techniques, Slow Down, Sell Faster! is packed with examples from the
author's extensive experience, plus research on customer buying processes-rather than
traditional selling processes. This buyer-focused approach to selling extends to proposals and
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presentations, loyalty and retention, and, of course, cultivating more business. Each step in
the book corresponds to a role you should adopt to meet a customer's needs at each stage of
the buying process. There are two sides to every sale. In today's extra-challenging business
climate, understanding the buying process is where professional selling should start.
You're anxious all the time, experiencing panic attacks over and over, and maybe afraid to
leave your house or to be left alone for even a few minutes.. You are avoiding simple things
like driving, eating in restaurants, attending family functions, or going to the supermarket.
You are terrified of the next wave of anxiety or the next panic attack. Your anxiety problems
are ruining your relationships, your family life, and your career. Your anxiety problems have
you afraid, confused, lost, and feeling hopeless. How did you get here? What went wrong?
You've tried so many things, but nothing has cured your anxiety? What can you do now? The
Anxious Truth is a step-by-step guide to understanding and overcoming the anxiety problems
that have plagued you for so long. This book, written by a former anxiety sufferer, best-selling
author of "An Anxiety Story", and host of the The Anxious Truth podcast will walk you
through exactly how you got to where you are today, why you are not broken or ill, and what
the true nature of your anxiety disorder is. Next, the book will walk you through what it takes
to solve your anxiety problems, how to make an anxiety recovery plan, then how to correctly
execute that plan. The Anxious Truth isn't always what you want to hear, but it's what you
NEED to hear in order to solve this problem once and for all and move toward the life you so
desperately want. Based firmly on the principles of cognitive behavioral therapies that have
been shown over decades to be most effective in treating anxiety problems, the Anxious Truth
will teach you how to move past your anxiety symptoms, past endless digging for hidden "root
causes", and into an action oriented plan that will help your brain un-learn the bad reaction
and fear habits that have gotten you into this predicament. The Anxious Truth will take the
cognitive mechanism that got you into a corner, throw it in reverse, and use it to your
advantage, backing you out of this jam and into a life free from irrational fear and needless
avoidance. More than just a book, The Anxious Truth goes hand-in-hand with The Anxious
Truth podcast (https://theanxioustruth.com) and the growing and vibrant social media
community surrounding it. Read the book, listen to five years worth of free podcasts chock
full of helpful advice and information, and join a large online community of fellow anxiety
sufferers that are done talking about this problem and ready to actually take action to solve it.
Change is possible. No matter how long you've suffered with your anxiety issues, you can get
better. The Anxious Truth will tell you what you need to hear and will arm you with the
information, understanding, and skills you need to get the job done. Let's do this together!
Like fast food, fast science is quickly prepared, not particularly good, and it clogs up the
system. Efforts to tackle our most pressing issues have been stymied by conflict within the
scientific community and mixed messages symptomatic of a rushed approach. What is more,
scientific research is being shaped by the bubbles and crashes associated with economic
speculation and the market. A focus on conformism, competitiveness, opportunism and
flexibility has made it extremely difficult to present cases of failure to the public, for fear that
it will lose confidence in science altogether. In this bold new book, distinguished philosopher
Isabelle Stengers shows that research is deeply intertwined with broader social interests,
which means that science cannot race ahead in isolation but must learn instead to slow down.
Stengers offers a path to an alternative science, arguing that researchers should stop seeing
themselves as the 'thinking, rational brain of humanity' and refuse to allow their expertise to
be used to shut down the concerns of the public, or to spread the belief that scientific progress
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is inevitable and will resolve all of society's problems. Rather, science must engage openly and
honestly with an intelligent public and be clear about the kind of knowledge it is capable of
producing. This timely and accessible book will be of great interest to students, scholars and
policymakers in a wide range of fields, as well anyone concerned with the role of science and
its future.
1,001 Ways to Slow Down
A Journey to Unplug, Slow Down & Learn Something Old; Hand Piecing, Quilting, Appliqué
& English Paper Piecing in One Gorgeous Quilt
Slow Down, Sara!
Slowing Down to Run Faster
Slowing Down to the Speed of Life
Why Do Moving Objects Slow Down?
Slow Motion

Slow Teaching is a thoughtful exploration of how slowing down in all aspects of
education can lead to improved student outcomes. It evaluates how this slow pedagogy
will result in improved feedback, more skilled classroom management and
relationships, meaningful classroom dialogue, retention of knowledge and leadership
with attention to detail.
Reading Learning to Slow the F*ck Down is like sitting down for a cup of coffee with a
good friend. A friend is who is engaging, insightful and playfully irreverent. This book
offers a raw and real look at the journey to mindfulness. A licensed mental health
clinician, Erica recognizes that many people are afraid of change, of being alone, of
living, of loving, of embracing the power within. Erica draws on both her professional
and personal experiences to inspire others and provide a guide to inner peace. This is
not your average book about meditation, it is more than that. In Learning to Slow the
F*ck Down, Erica weaves analogy with insight to show how slowing down and being
present can increase your productivity, joy, peace and pleasure. Erica shows how
loosening your grip on life will allow you to move from a place of fear to a place of flow.
Bring calm with short stories for little ones
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